The Twenty-Seventh Manchester
Phonology Meeting

PROGRAMME
Thursday 23rd - Saturday 25th May 2019
Held at
UMIC, Manchester

Organised by a collaboration of phonologists at the University of Edinburgh,
the University of Manchester, and elsewhere.

Welcome to the 27mfm
This booklet contains (i) details about the rooms that we’ll be using at UMIC, some information about things
at and near UMIC, and some further information which may be useful to you (on this page), (ii) the
conference programme (pages 2-6), and (iii) maps to help you find the restaurants that we’ll be eating at on
Thursday and Friday night, and also to find some pubs where people often meet after the papers have
finished (page 7). Other information (about getting to Manchester and UMIC, numbers for handouts,
information on projecting etc) is available on the conference website (http://www.lel.ed.ac.uk/mfm/27mfm.html).
Conference sessions
The talks will take place in either the Dalton Room or the Innovation Suite at UMIC. The rooms for each session
are marked in the programme on pages 2-6 of this booklet. The poster sessions will be in an area called The
Street. There will be signs to all the rooms and areas at UMIC.
Food + coffee/tea
The midday meals and the morning and afternoon breaks (with refreshments) will be in the area called The
Street at UMIC. This is also where the posters sessions will be. The evening meals are in restaurants –
directions to these are given on page 7 of this booklet.
Publishers’ display and BOOK AUCTION
There will be a small book display at the mfm, which will double as a book auction. All the money that is made
from this will be used to fund the reduced-rate discount on the conference price. Sadly this will be considerably
reduced from previous years as several publishers have not been able to participate this year due to ominoussounding ‘budget cuts’. Nonetheless, there will be an auction of the books that we receive. A piece of paper
will be attached to each book for people to write their offers on. At the auction on Saturday (at the start of the
midday meal), we’ll start at the price on the paper and see how high the bidding goes - we will also accept bids,
as in a normal auction. Payment is by cash only – no credit cards. There are also some leaflets and catalogues
from publishers in your packs, which we hope will be of interest to you.
Shops + pubs
There are lots of shops on Oxford Road (which you will probably go up in order to get to UMIC), including
a Morrisons and a Sainsbury’s supermarket and coffee shops, and there are ATMs there, too (you should be
able to use most, probably all, cards, including non-UK ones, in these machines). At the end of the day in
previous mfms, people have tended to congregate in a pub. We have nominated the Turing Tap
(https://www.craft-pubs.co.uk/turingtap) as the main 27mfm conference pub; this is about two minutes’ from
UMIC, on Oxford Road. There are naturally lots of other pubs and bars in central Manchester - just head
north into the centre. We have also nominated the Lass O’Gowrie pub (http://www.thelassogowrie.com) as the
‘city centre’ conference pub, where people can congregate in town (if they like). UK pub etiquette is that you
order at the bar and pay when you get the drinks, and it is not normal to tip the bar staff − they may be quite
surprised if you do (it’s normal to give a tip of around 10% at restaurants and cafes with table service,
though).
Printing + copying
It is not possible to photocopy or print at UMIC itself, but there are a number of options to print posters or
photocopy material in Manchester near UMIC. MuPrint (about 15 minutes’ walk from UMIC, towards the
city centre: https://www.muprint.com) has been recommended. We advise you to check with them in advance if
you are planning to use them. It is possible in principle to email or upload a file to MuPrint, so you may be
able to arrange to have material ready and waiting for you.
Wifi
If you have access to eduroam, you will likely be able to use that at UMIC. If not, you should be able to use
the UMIC wifi system. The network is UMiC Events and the password is Gr4ft0nM139XX.
Pre-conference event
There will a ‘fringe’ workshop on Wednesday 22nd May, from 1.30pm in a building at the University of
Manchester which is near but not next to UMIC (see:https://sites.google.com/view/yunikim/mfmfringe).
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Programme
Oral papers: 30 mins; time allocation: 20/25 mins for talk, 10/5 mins for questions (speaker chooses).

Thursday 23rd May
Registration will begin at 11.30 in UMIC (follow the signs)
12.00 - 12.45 MIDDAY MEAL
12.45 - 1.00

1.00 - 1.30

1.30 - 2.00
2.00 - 2.30
2.30 - 3.00

DALTON ROOM: Opening Address and Welcome
DALTON ROOM
Chair: Stuart Davis

INNOVATION SUITE
Chair: Patrycja Strycharczuk

The influence of consonantal strength on foot
assignment in accentual systems
Björn Köhnlein & Ian Cameron

Catalan (im)possible nativizations
in the light of Weighted Scalar Constraints
Clàudia Pons-Moll, Francesc Torres-Tamarit &
Vlad Martin-Diaconescu

Inside-out dominance patterns in grammatical tone
Laura Downing

Place assimilation of sibilant fricatives
in Logical Phonology
Veno Volenec & Charles Reiss

The scope of dominant grammatical tone in Izon
Nicholas Rolle

Allomorph selection precedes phonology:
evidence from Yindjibarndi
Juliet Stanton

First come – first served:
the serial interaction of feet and tone
Eva Zimmermann

Allomorph selection and phonology are ordered:
evidence from a new universal
Ezer Rasin & Jochen Trommer

3.00 - 3.30 TEA, COFFEE and BISCUITS

3.30 - 4.00
4.00 - 4.30
4.30 - 5.00

DALTON ROOM
Chair: Yuni Kim

INNOVATION SUITE
Chair: Elizabeth Zsiga

Are phonotactically unusual words ‘exceptions’?
Adam Albright

Hush-hush: a structural account of
vowel devoicing in Japanese
Markus Pöchtrager & Connor Youngberg

Formalizing the connection between
opaque and exceptionful generalizations
Aleksei Nazarov

Temporarily laryngeal sonorants in Korean
Daniel Gleim & Hyunjung Lee

Yokuts lexically-specific phonology in Direct OT
Chris Golston, Peter Guekguezian & Martin Krämer

Revisiting the abstractness of URs with a learning
model of probabilistic representations
Max Nelson

5.30 THE STREET
Setting up posters (for those who will be presenting a poster), ready for the session on Friday
7.30 onwards: EVENING MEAL
At the Tops buffet restaurant (http://www.tops-restaurants.co.uk), in Manchester city centre.
Included in the price is a full free choice of everything available (including starters, main course, and pudding),
but you’ll have to pay for your own drinks at the restaurant.
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Friday 24th May

9.00 - 9.30
9.30 - 10.00
10.00 - 10.30

DALTON ROOM
Chair: Martin Krämer

INNOVATION SUITE
Chair: Laura Downing

A representational alternative for
lexically-specific phonology
Samir Ben Si Saïd & Tobias Scheer

Labiodentalization in Faifi Arabic
Abdullah Alfaifi & Stuart Davis

The representation of ternary stress pattern
in Italo-Romance languages
Laura Bafile

Measuring emphasis spread in Palestinian Arabic
Laura Faircloth

Doubly morphologically conditioned phonology
in Cophonologies by Phase
Hannah Sande

Metrical patterns in Arabic
Emily Lindsay

10.30 - 11.00 TEA, COFFEE and BISCUITS

11.00 - 12.30

THE STREET

Poster session 1

See page 5 for details

12.30 - 1.30 MIDDAY MEAL

DALTON ROOM

Special Session: ‘Is there lexically-specific phonology?’
[the precise timings are vague – it will last from 1.30 till 5.30ish, with a break]

1.30 - 2.15

Claire Moore-Cantwell
The new status of exceptions when phonology is probabilistic

2.15 - 3.00

Jennifer L. Smith
Sources of asymmetries in category-specific phonology

3.00 - 3.30 TEA, COFFEE and BISCUITS
3.30 - 4.15

Jochen Trommer
Rich representations: a tonal view on lexical exceptionality

4.15 - 4.30

Ricardo Bermúdez-Otero (discussant)

4.30 - 5.30

Open discussion

5.30ish (after the special session) THE STREET
Setting up posters (for those who will be presenting a poster), ready for the session on Saturday
7.30 onwards: EVENING MEAL
At the Zouk restaurant (http://zoukteabar.co.uk/locations/manchester), in the city centre.
Included in the price is a full Indian meal, but you’ll have to pay for your own drinks at the restaurant.
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Saturday 25th May

9.00 - 9.30
9.30 - 10.00
10.00 - 10.30

DALTON ROOM
Chair: Silke Hamann

INNOVATION SUITE
Chair: Jennifer L. Smith

Spreading and correspondence in Huave vowel copy
Yuni Kim

(Re-)interpreting place features in Feature Geometry
Malgorzata Cavar & Steven Lulich

Wug-testing Uyghur vowel harmony
Connor Mayer, Travis Major & Mahire Yakup

Italian Raddoppiamento Sintattico without moras
Stefano Canalis

A contrastivist approach to the
emergence of sound inventories
Jade Sandstedt

Three patterns of morphology in the
Jiaoliao Mandarin of Chinese
Yanyan Sui

10.30 - 11.00 TEA, COFFEE and BISCUITS
11.00 - 12.30

THE STREET

Poster session 2

See page 6 for details

12.30 - 1.30 MIDDAY MEAL & BOOK AUCTION (in THE STREET)
(there should still be time to have some food if you attend the auction)

1.30 - 2.00
2.00 - 2.30

2.30 - 3.00

DALTON ROOM
Chair: Jochen Trommer

INNOVATION SUITE
Chair: Draga Zec

Asymmetric headedness and
licensing constraints in English
Mohamed Lahrouchi & Shanti Ulfsbjorninn

Two geminates, one syllable: Schneider’s Law is what
happens when you share
Nina Topintzi & Katerina Markoulaki

/t,d/ deletion: articulatory evidence for categoricity
does not preclude gradient effects
Ruaridh Purse

Vowel length in Friulian verbs:
a case of non-linear morphology in Romance
Nicola Lampitelli, Paolo Roseano &
Francesc Torres-Tamarit

Evidence of gradient weight and phoneme retention
Jeffrey Lamontagne & Heather Goad

Dynamic stress assignment in Turkish
Ahmet Bilal Özdemir

3.00 - 3.30 TEA, COFFEE and BISCUITS
DALTON ROOM
Chair: Ricardo Bermúdez-Otero

INNOVATION SUITE
Chair: Tobias Scheer

3.30 - 4.00

Disentangling L1 and L2 effects in
artificial language learning
Kevin Tang & Dinah Baer-Henney

Phonology and phonetics in Sanskrit external sandhi
Mark Hale & Madelyn Kissock

4.00 - 4.30

Learning hidden structure with a
Maximum Entropy Grammar
Brandon Prickett & Joe Pater

Serbian pitch accent from a cross-dialectal perspective:
evidence for a domain-generalization effect
Draga Zec & Elizabeth Zsiga

4.30

DALTON ROOM: Close
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and Farewell

Poster session 1 - Friday 24th May, 11.00 - 12.30
Diagnosis of vowel intrusion versus vowel epenthesis in two Arabic dialects
Obied Al-Aqlobi & Sam Hellmuth
Shortening and lengthening via moraic down-affixes in Shilluk
Mike Berger
A count effect in Warlpiri vowel harmony
Margit Bowler & Jesse Zymet
Markedness and the learning of e/e and e/-e stress patterns
Megan Crowhurst, Laura Faircloth, Allison Wetterlin & Linda Wheeldon
On the role of morphology, syllable structure, frequency and spelling in English vowel reduction
Quentin Dabouis & Jean-Michel Fournier
Rhyming with unstressed syllables: demonstrating the English prosodic foot in verse
Mirella De Sisto
Do branching onsets need specific representations?
Guillaume Enguehard & Mohamed Lahrouchi
Contrast preservation and maximization in Mandarin r-suffixation
Boer Fu
Slave coalescence as gradual coda reduction
Shay Hucklebridge
A typological model of sibilant inventories and the principles which shape them
Joachim Kokkelmans
Structural adaptations in Moroccan Arabic
Nabila Louriz
Nasality and voicing in a modulated-carrier model of speech
Kuniya Nasukawa & Phillip Backley
Representing cross-language differences in the synchronicity of ST clusters
Geoff Schwartz
Categories, root complexes and default stress: Slovenian nominalisations revisited
Marko Simonović
Magnet effects in monolingual and bilingual perception
Michael Stern
Indo-European ablaut and the trap of the leftmost column
Anthony Yates
Exceptions to left-dominance? A metrical analysis of light-initial tone sandhi in Suzhou
Yuhong Zhu
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Poster session 2 - Saturday 25th May, 11.00 - 12.30
Conspiracies in California: a reconsideration of Yokuts
Samuel Andersson, Ollie Sayeed, Bridget Samuels & Bert Vaux
Is free variation always free? Evidence from Greek, Italian, and Hebrew
Eirini Apostolopoulou & Giorgos Markopoulos
Final obstruent devoicing and vowel length in northern Italo-Romance varieties
Tommaso Balsemin
Phonological computation and non-symbolic representations are a part of FLN
Alex Chabot
Mobile lexical parentheses in metrical grids
B. Elan Dresher & Iryna Osadcha
Voicing and voice assimilation in Swedish fricatives
Pétur Helgason & Catherine Ringen
Morphophonological gradience in Korean n-insertion
Jongho Jun
Extending the articulatory model of tone: the case of Valjevo Serbian
Robin Karlin
The variable vocalic nature of syllabic consonants
Martin Krämer & Draga Zec
The emergence of phonemes and phonological contrasts
Jeffrey Lamontagne
Standard Croatian pitch-accents – theory and practice
Elenmari Pletikos Olof & Julian Bradfield
Perceptual cues to coda voicing contrasts
Chelsea Sanker
Apical agreement in Norwegian consonant clusters
Tor Håvard Solhaug
Overwriting and markedness reduction in Nimboran vowel mutation
Sören Tebay
Gender-conditioned prosody in English nicknames: a study of Nigerian tertiary institutions
Ememobong Udoh & Nkereke Essien
Derived environment effect of the velar and uvular voicing restriction in Kazakh
Heather Yawney
A formal account of how L1-Mandarin learners treat the L2 Portuguese rhotic
Chao Zhou & Silke Hamann
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Pubs and restaurants
Restaurant on FRIDAY evening
The Zouk restaurant is here, at Unit 5, The Quadrangle, Chester St (postcode for map apps: M1 5QS).

We have nominated the Lass O’Gowrie pub, which is here, as the ‘city centre’ conference pub,
where people can meet if they are in town.
Restaurant on THURSDAY evening
The TOPS buffet restaurant is at 106 Portland Street, just off Oxford Street, right about here
(postcode for map apps: M1 4RJ).

Oxford Road
These two maps
show
approximately the
same area of
Manchester
(Oxford Road
station is on both),
as the restaurants
are not far from
each other.

UMIC
is about 15
minutes’ walk
along Oxford
Road, down
here
The Turing Tap
pub, which is
the immediately
post-conference
pub is also on
Oxford Road.
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To get to the
restaurants from
UMIC, you will
need to go north,
along Oxford
Road (Oxford
Road becomes
Oxford Street just
after Oxford Road
station.)

